
1st annual
KUT English
Speech Contest

Presented by Core Studies and KUTEC from KUT

Date： 2019/06/30(Sun) 12：30 open

13：00 start

Purpose： Create opportunities for international students, 
Japanese university students and children in Kochi 
to become more interested in English and 
international exchanges.

Place： KUT Eikokuji Campus 1st floor A104

Categories： Japanese university students,

International students, Elementary school 
students

Speech Theme：
〈Japanese university students, International students〉

①Something that you are really interested 
in recently.

②Introduction of your favorite place.
③Something you want to accomplish in this year.

〈Elementary school students〉
grade 4-6…Simple speech on free theme
grade 1-3…Read an English picture book

Participation：free

Outline of the contest



To apply： Send the following by e-mail to

【daniels@kochi-tech.ac.jp】 by June 18, 2019.
(1) Name (Kanji and Romaji)
(2) Student number
(3) Speech category
(4) Your speech theme
(5) Speech title

Judges： Paul Daniels (KUT Core Center)
Nagasaki Masahiro(KUT Core Center)
Sakikawa Shinichiro(KUT IRC)

Rules：〇5 minutes max: Points will deducted if speech      
is over5 minutes long.

〇No Slides are allowed but showing and
explaining objects is OK.

〇You can check your notes during your speech    
but remember that eye contact is an important 

part of the speech

Judging criteria：

Presentation Skills Details Scores 

(100) 

Content (内容) ・Interesting content・Specific, original, clear 

・ Presentation is used effectively 
40 

Organization (構成) ・The theme and argument of the contents of the 

presentation are clear and rational 

・The claim is logical from the introduction to the 

conclusion 

15 

Delivery (口頭発表力) ・The loudness of the voice is appropriate, there is 

a power to pull in the listener such as intonation and 

tone of the voice 

・ The pronunciation is clear and easy to hear 

・ Eye contact and body language are used 

properly 

30 

Persuasiveness (説得力) ・There is motivation and enthusiasm. 

・Impact to audience emotion. And make them 

want to take action. 

15 
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Organized by： Professor Paul Daniels,
KUTEC (Kochi University of Technology 
English Circle)
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